The SWWR Series is designed from the ground up to operate on DC power. There is no AC power used inside or needed externally to operate the air conditioner.

48v Solar / Battery Power
9000 to 15000 BTU Heat Pump
AC Cool or Heat up to 250 ft^2
Variable Capacity
Anti-Corrosion Technology
Eco-Friendly R410a Refrigerant
Washable
Filters Digital Wireless Remote

System requires 4 or more solar panels

Complete Kits
48v DC Air Conditioner
4, 6 or 8 x 260w PV Panels
PV Mounting Hardware
Charge Controller
Deep Cycle Batteries
Refrigerant Line-set
*Customer Supplied Wiring

Application
Telecom station
Container house
RV car
Remote island
Desert hotel
Bad grid